
TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

 

1. Please ensure all works are handed in to the Art Pavilion on Sunday 24th July 2022 between 

10.00 and 12.00.  

 

2. Unsold works can be collected from the Art Pavilion on Friday 29th July between 10.00 and 11.30. Please  

 arrange for a representative to collect your works on your behalf if necessary. 

 

3. A maximum of 3 x 2D works or 6 x 3D works will be accepted. Entry fee is £20 (maximum of three  

 entries). Stewards will be allowed 1 extra 2D artwork, space permitting. All works must be signed or  

 initialled. 
 

4. Cards should be placed in cellophane, showing the name of the artist and price. These can be  

 originals or photos/prints of originals. 

 

5. For the print portfolio, work should have clean and tidy mounts.  Paintings on board, which are not  

 mounted are acceptable.  A firm backing should support all work, which should be securely covered in  

 cellophane and clearly labelled with the labels provided. Please note for prints, only flat work with a  

 maximum overall size of 36” x 30” will be accepted. 
 

6. It is desirable to have work professionally framed.  If framing yourself please ensure that mount are clean  

 and well cut and glass is free from dust. Frames must be clean and well-constructed (metal, photo, plastic  

 and clip frames are not acceptable). The reverse of glazed frame must be neatly sealed with picture framing  

 tape over the frame and backing board. D rings must be placed one third from the top of the frame with  

 taut cord securely attached. (Eyelet rings or other frame attachments, wire is not acceptable). 
 

7. Ready printed labels are attached to your confirmation email. One to be secured to the back and the  

 second label to be attached to a tie on luggage label secured with adhesive tape to the top back of the  

 picture, on a string long enough for it to hang over the front (approx.15cms/6”) with the same details as  

 the other label. 
 

8. Please note that this year’s entry fee will remain at £20 for a maximum number of three 2D entries and  

 three 3D entries and 25% commission will be charged on items sold.  Please make your cheques payable to  

 NFASS and return with your entry form to: Sarah Cooper, NFASS, The Showground,New Park,  

 Brockenhurst, SO42 7QH. 
 

9. It is hoped that as many artists as can, will volunteer to help during the time of the Show, Please indicate if  

 you are able to volunteer. 
 

10. Delivery of artwork: temporary parking for delivery and collection of works will be in the DISABLED car  

 park, which is very near the ART PAVILION at New Park, Brockenhurst. Please ask if help required. 
 

11. IMPORTANT - COPYRIGHT 

 Derivative work that is an infringement of another artists intellectual property, is an exact  

 or manipulated copy of an artistic image (photography, painting, drawing, sculpture)  

 downloaded from the Internet or a work copied from book or periodical cannot be exhibited  

 in The Hampshire and New Forest Show Art Pavilion. 

 If you are not the rights-owner or rights-holder and do not have permission to reproduce the  

 image you may be in breach of intellectual property under the Copyright, Designs and  

 Patents Act of 1988. 

 www.copyrightservice.co.uk/copyright/p01_uk_copyright_law 

 

Closing date for receipt of entries: 22nd July 2022 


